With this column, Tradition inaugurates a new feature: a regular review of

current Jewish periodicals of interest to our readership. Alan J. Yuter is rabbi of
Congregation ¡srael in Springfield, N.J
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CURRENT JEWISH PERIODICALS
In the December 8, 1989, edition of Sh 'ma,

Hebrew, for instance, has fallen precipi-

Professors Arnold J. Band (U.C.L.A.),
Marvin Fox (Brandeis), and Paula Hyman

tously in the last decade. The Jewish

(Yale J comment upon the current state of
Judaic Studies on the secular university.

Band teaches Hebrew and comparative

literature, and does not identify with any
ideological trend in Jewish life; Marvin Fox
espouses Orthodox commitments; and

Paula Hyman is an articulate feminist who

affiliates with Conservative Judaism.
All three respondents emphasize that

university Judaica must conform to the
canons of "truth" as understood by the

secular academy. They view themselves as

birthrate decline, the economic diffculties
facing the Jewish middle class . . . the
greater sense of belonging to the majority

culture," and the passing of schools like
Herzliya and Dropsie all indicate an erosion
of the population and culture that supports
Judaic Studies which by definition, cannot
advocate partisan positions. Band does not

explain why any community should or
would invest its resources in a discipline
that is at best neutral, and at worst adversarial, to its ends.
Like Band, Marvin Fox maintains that

seriously Jewish, albeit in different ways.

the academic study of Judaica is a secular

Band recalls the professional development

discipline in the context of university

of Judaic studies and the conflict between

learning. But since Prof. Fox is also a

the academic scholar, who is an "objec-

believing and practicing Orthodox Jew, his

tive" researcher, and the partisan advocate
of the culture. On one hand, Judaic studies
is often chosen as an academic career out of
ideological or theological passions. On the
other hand, the canons of secular scholar-

ship require a disinterested distance, in
theory if not in practice.

interests are quite different from Band's.

For Fox, yeshiva studies represent an
important, legitimate avenue of Jewish

inquiry. One gets the impression that Mar-

vin Fox even engages in this mode of study
when he is not functioning as an academic

Band notes that support for Judaic

scholar. While he concedes that traditional
Jewish learning patterns have no place in

studies did not come from the Jewish

the secular university (because traditional

community. While this population of enroll-

ing students were produced by the best

Torah study has a dogmatic basis and makes
normative claims), Fox and Hyman view

education available to American Jewry, the

Judaic studies as a cultural ideaL. For Fox,

Jewish community has expressed little
interest in Jewish learning. Band observes
that "the number of students studying
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there exists a paraochial learning called

Torah li-Shma, or learning for learning's
sake. While he agrees with' Band that the
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Jewish community ought to support Judaic
Studies even though these studies cannot,

movement maintaining a vocal but, from
her point of view, inconsequential dissent.

by definition or mission, express advocacy,

While noting that some leading female

he believes that "it will foster a sense of

intellectuals, like Lucy Dawidowitz and
Ruth Wisse, have written critiques of

Jewish identity."

Paula Hyman agrees with Band and

general and Jewish feminism, and that

Fox that tbcre is an essential incompatibility

many female ba' alei teshuva become

between traditional religious studies and

Orthodox because they appreciate gender
distinctiveness, the author suggests that
many women adopt Orthodoxy as a retreat
from feminist responsibility. She quotes
with approval the work of Rivka Haut and

Judaic Studies programs. For Hyman, academic Judaica deals with the "interpretation of the history, religion, literature, and

philosophy of the Jews according to the
standards of general academic disciplines

and the integration of these subjects into the
humanities-not the fostering of Jewish
identity or the inculcation of Jewish

values." But, unlike Band or Fox, Hyman's

professional agenda is not really value free.
By defining Jewish culture as the culture of
Jews, and not as Judaism, Hyman offers her
own normative definition of Jewish studies
and culture. The dogmas of Judaic scholarship are the dogmas of

the secular academy,

whose conventions provide professional
canons of truth. She believes that university
Judaic studies may provide a secular model
which could appeal to secular Jews. Hyman
also argues that the Jewish community
ought to use the expertise of the (secular 1

Judaic scholar as a resource, and she is
concerned that Fox's view of secular Juda-

ica might dissuade traditional Jews from
supporting Judaic studies programs. She
does not explain why a traditional Jew
would support a reading of Jewish tradition
that undermines Jewish belief and practice.
All respondents agree that while Judaic

Studies has provided jobs and publications,
it has not created a learned or learning elite
that is taken seriously by the Jewish

community at large.
The American Jewish Yearbook 1989

feature articles by Sylvia Barack Fishman
("The Impact of Feminism on American

Jewish Life") and Jack Wertheimer

Blu Greenberg, who have called upon
Orthodoxy to be more responsive to the
challenge of feminism.

Fishman traces the dcve lopmcnt of
Jewish feminist political action, from Ezrat

Nashim, a group of Conservative women
who became .Jwish leaders, to the adoption
of egalitarian rituals and the ordination of
women to the clergy or power class in all
non-Orthodox Judaisms. She also notes that

Jewish feminists have been accepted as
"women" but not as Jews by non-Jewish
feminists, which she attributes to anti-

Semitism. She does not account for the
connection between classical feminist ide-

ology and Marxist theory, whieh holds that
traditional religion in general, and Orthodox Judaism in particular, are instruments
of women's oppression. She observes that
feminism is not the only force threatening
the Jewish family, and that it alone does not
bear the burden of guilt for the breakdown
Jewish life in this century. Fishman does not
show how Jewish feminism has struggled to
strengthen the Jewish family after contributing to its weakening. Fishman argues that

Jewish feminist efforts to change Jewish
law
reflects a religious environment in which,
except for traditional Conservative and Orthodox Jews-a small minority among Jews in

the United States-Jewish legal systems are
not regarded as sacred or immutable. (p. 5)

("Recent Trends in American Judaism")

Fishman is disappointed with the oppo-

reveal the ideological temper and tone of

sition of the modern Orthodox leader-

non-Orthodox Jewish leaders. Fishman
demonstrates how feminist ideology has

ship, and she dismisses both the five

come to dominate the non-Orthodox Jewish

establishment, with the Orthodox and the
traditionalist faction of the Conservative

Yeshiva University's
R.I.E.T.S. who issued a "statement" oppo-

rashei yeshiva from

sing feminist prayer groups as well as
a ."scholarly, but no less inflamatory
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seventeen-page article by Rabbi Hershel

headquarters to New York, "a move

Schacter" (p. 47) because Orthodox femi-

designed to place the organization in the
heartland of the American Jewish popula-

nists disagree with his findings. This tactic
is consistent with feminist theory which
regards ritual as political aetion, but not

tion." He also argues that the eore content

of Reform spirituality was to be expressed

mitsva, and ignores the fact that Orthodox

not theologically, but politically, in the

opposition to feminist demands is grounded
in Jewish feminism's rejection of halakhic
definitions. Fishman does not show why
Jewish legal experts should or would try to
accomodate those who, by Fishman's own

social gospel of liberally tilted social action.
While Wertheimer notes that those commit-

words, do not believe that halakhah is
"sacred or immutable."
Professor Wertheimer's "Recent Trends

in American Judaism" presents the development of American Jewish trends in recent
times. Although his working definition of
normative Jewish groupings is based upon
communal rather than theological considerations-he includes Jewish gays and

lesbians in his study, but not Hebrew

Christians-he approaehes his subject with
the tools of the humanist and social scientist, and evaluates each group on the basis
of its own self-definition.

ted to Classical (or Pittsburgh Platform)

Reform, were unhappy with the new ethnicity, he does not raise the possiblity that
this "traditionalism" was an unconscious

strategy of a Reform Movement that
wanted to compete with Conservativism for
the affliation of suburban Jews.
In his discussion of Reconstruction-

ism, Wertheimer observes that although

Jews affiliated with synagogues, they did
not attend. Jews were interested in social
bonding, but not religion. The elite religious

denominations responded to their client
constituencies in different ways. While
Reform Judaim experimented with ethnic
traditionalism, its unwillingness to impose
sanctions upon its rabbis who offciated at

He observes that American Judaism is

intermarriages, its ordination of female

deeply divided between two apparently

clergy, and its unilateral redefinition of the
parameters of Jewish identity, revealed that

irreconcilable camps, with only the modern

its impulses were not really traditionaL. In

Orthodox and right-wing Conservatives
"trying to bridge the divide" between two
very different Jewries. Beginning with an

one of his few editorial comments,

historical and sociological survey of twentieth century Judaism, Wertheimer shows
how an aceomodating traditionalism was

Is there, then, a model Reform Jew? Is there
anything a Reform Jew can do that places him
or her beyond the pale of acceptable behavior"

created by returning veterans of World

Thus far, Reform Judaism has heen unable to

War II, which was exploited by Conservative Judaism in its creation of synagogue
communities which replaced the Yiddishkeit of first settlement European immi-

answer those questions. (p. 97)

grants. This Jewish style was fostered by

growing suburbs, increased affuence, and
the requirement that synagogue membership be maintaincd in order to qualify for
the bar mitsva rite of passage. Elite religious apologetics were largely ignored;

Wertheimer asks,

Noting Reform Judaism's changes in
religious practice, Wertheimer finds a selec-

tive reconsideration of tradition, as in the
appearence of kippot and the willingness to
reconsider kashrut symbols as a ritual
option, if not as a command. But its
adoption of "egalitarianism" as a dogma,

post-war uninformed ethnic Jews werc

its willingness to "welcome homosexual
congregations as affiliates" and to include
"homosexuals in all aspects of congrega-

looking for what was taken to be "a moder-

tional life" reflect a radicalizing, antino-

ate compromise between the extremes of

mian impulse. .

Orthodoxy and Reform."
Wertheimer shows that during this
period, Reform Judaism hecame more ethnic and traditional in style and it moved its

Reform Judaism, "within the next two
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Given the changes introduced by
decades over half the families in some

Reform temples will consist or intermarried
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couples and their children." (p. 105).
Wertheimer concludes his summary of

moves to the left, a modern Orthodoxy that

Reform by citing the view of one of its own
leaders that it "represents for most Jews the
authentically American expression of Judaism," and that it will "become the Judaism

drifting to the right.
Wertheimer's insight that the so-called

of all non-Orthodox Jews of America,

Jewish education, while the more atfuent

encompassing liberal Jews ranging from
classical Reformers to Reconstructionists to
Conservative Jews" (p. 107).

modern Orthodox prefer more lucrative
occupations, has significant consequences
for those in the so-called centrist camp of

Wertheimer does not believe that

Orthodoxy, since there are very few

Orthodoxy can be called a "movement,"

teachers who are models of Torah im

because Orthodoxy does not have anyone
set of leaders. lie correctly shows how

Derech Erets, Torah u-Madda, or an

Orthodoxy has created an active, commit-

has not moved with them appears to be
"traditional" or (yeshivisha/hassidic)

Orthodox are committed to careers in

approach which integrates Torah and more
mundane learning. Given the problems

ted, and agrcssive laity, and he concedes
that Orthodoxy has learned to exploit the

that liberal Judaism suffers because of

idiom of the modern world, as evidenced by

with those on the so called right who,

its publications' appeal to "Conservadox"
as well as truly orthodox lay people. He

by dint of non-compromise, find that

compromise, it is difficult to differ
their numbers are increasing without dilut-

notes that Orthodoxy is "today far less

ing the intensity or density of their

tolerant of deviance." (p. 117) Unlike the
liberal denominations, Orthodoxy has succeeded in creating its own subculture, with
schools, summer camps, communal organi-

culture.

zations, and even restaurants. Wertheimer

notes with unease that contemporary Ortho-

doxy has "shifted to the right." Yet his

insight that "Modern Orthodoxy" has
beeome mainstream and atfuent is very
well taken, because it made Orthodoxy
soeially respectable.

By insisting upon higher rather that
lower standards, Orthodoxy's response to

Since Wertheimer is a history professor at the Jewish Theological Seminary,

his analysis of Conservative Judaism is the
most penetrating. He notes that Conservative Judaim's elite is now a product of its

own institutions rather than Orthodox
yeshivot. But he concedes that the most

seriously eommitted Jews in this home
grown elite are Camp Ramah haviirah
egalitarians who are no longer committed to
the synagogue center movement envisioned

integration of American culture into the

by the late Mordecai M. Kaplan which
built, sustained, and continued to support
the institutions of his movement, whose

Orthodox subculture. As non-Orthodoxy

future he cannot predict.

assimilationist pressure was the selective
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